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Appendices 

Appendix I    Language Exposure Questionnaire 

Part 1 Background 

Child’s name Test number Gender 

Place of birth Date of birth Date of testing 

Mother’s name  Mother’s occupation Mother’s highest education 

Father’s name  Father’s occupation Father’s highest education 

Sibling’s name  Sibling’s age  

 

Part 2 English learning and usage 

1. From whom and where did your child first come into contact with English? 

2. From when did your child receive consistent and significant exposure to English? 

3. Think about the English exposure of your kid each normal week at home (and at 

kindergarten if applicable) 

Weekly 

exposure 

(in 

minutes) 

English 

TV 

programs 

made in 

China 

English 

TV 

programs 

made in 

English 

speaking 

countries 

English 

videos 

(e.g.,  

movie “ 

Three 

pigs”) 

English 

audios 

(e.g., 

Action 

Verses) 

English 

electronic 

devices 

(e.g., 

smart-

pen 

reader) 

English 

books 

English 

games 

Kinder

garten/ 

School  

Mon.         

Tue.         

Wed.         
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Thur.         

Fri.         

Sat.         

Sun.         

Total (in 

minutes) 

        

Materials         

 

4. How long does your child use English with you in a normal week (in minutes) at home? 

Mother:  ____         Father:  ____           Other relatives____ 

5. Think about the oral English proficiency of the following members at home 

Mother: (Poor 1 – Fair 2 – Average 3 – Good 4 – Excellen5) 

Father:   (Poor 1 – Fair 2 – Average 3 – Good 4 – Excellen5) 

Other relatives： (Poor 1 – Fair 2 – Average 3 – Good 4 – Excellen5) 

6. Has any Chinese teacher taught your child English besides Happy English and kindergarten/ 

school? If so, how long was it? (in minutes)  

7. Has any native English speaker taught your child English besides Happy English and 

kindergarten/ school? If so, how long was it? (in minutes)  

8. How many times does your child review English words learnt at Happy English in general? 

9. Where does your child use English regularly? 

a. Happy English             b.at home                    c. on vacation               

d. At kindergarten/school             e.    English stage performance                  

f. Other places, such as ___ 

10. What’s your biggest concern so far to help your child learn English? 

a. Lack of appropriate materials    
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b. Lack of good teaching approach and skills  

c. Lack of confidence in my oral English  

d. Lack of time due to being busy  

e. I don’t want to give my child too much burden  

f. I believe that good English acquisition relies on language aptitude 

g. I believe that good English acquisition relies on English teachers 

h. If you have other concerns, please write them down:________ 
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Appendix II    English exposure at kindergarten/school 

1. When did your child start to learn English at kindergarten/school? 

2. How long does he/she learn English there? 

3. How many classes does he/she have per week and how long does each class last? 

4. Did he/she have a Chinese or an English teacher? What the proficiency level does the 

teacher have? 
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Appendix III    Means and standard deviations of variables for all the 43 

children  

 Time 1 Mean(SD) N Range Time 2 Mean(SD) N Range 

Internal 

factors 
   

Internal 

factors 

   

AoO(1) 46.86(10.43) 43 30-68     

Inte(1) 15.51(4.94) 39 6-25 Inte(2) 19.83(5.47) 35 9-33 

Mem(1) 13.00(4.17) 39 2-21 Mem(2) 15.11(3.45) 36 7-22 

C.Pro(1) 56.68(15.82) 38 29-87 C.Pro(2) 70.00(14.35) 36 42-99 

C.Com(1) 93.47(35.65) 38 39-156 C.Com(2) 116.42(37.94) 36 57-186 

C.Para(1) 28.18(10.41) 39 12-49 C.Para(2) 41.31(16.63) 35 15-83 

C.Syn(1) 28.28(10.37) 39 8-46 C.Syn(2) 41.33(12.48) 36 12-63 

External 

factors 

   External 

factors 

   

Total(1) 37.63(12.20) 43 13-66 Total(2) 83.13(27.36) 36 43.33-160 

Family(1) 1.58(1.32) 39 0-5.33 Family(2) 1.65(1.82) 31 0-9.5 

Freq(1) 3.77(2.69) 39 0-9 Freq(2) 3.72(4.03) 32 0-18 

Source(1) 1.87(1.34) 39 0-6 Source(2) 1.50(1.03) 36 0-4 

Native(1) 0.43(0.17) 43 0.14-0.81 Native(2) 0.47(0.10) 34 0.25-0.7 

EngUse(1) 2.26(1.02) 39 1-5 EngUse(2) 2.47(1.11) 36 1-5 

LoE(1) 6.10 (1.49) 31 4-11     

MotEng 2.53(0.93) 43 1-5     

FatEng 2.50(0.97) 42 1-4     

MotEdu 2.84(1.02) 43 1-5     

FatEdu 2.88(1.18) 43 0-5     

Outcome 

variables 
   

Outcome 

variables 
   

E.Pro(1) 7.50(3.31) 38 1-14 E.Pro(2) 11.83(4.03) 35 4-23 

E.Com(1) 14.08(6.16) 38 5-31 E.Com(2) 21.44(7.96) 34 10-43 

E.Para(1) 9.13(4.91) 38 0-21 E.Para(2) 13.34(7.20) 32 1-32 

E.Syn(1) 6.61(4.07) 38 0-17 E.Syn(2) 12.23(6.21) 31 0-24 

Note. AoO=age of onset in months; Inte= nonverbal intelligence as a measure of analytic reasoning; Mem= 

phonological short-term memory based on digit span and non-word repetition; C.Pro= Chinese productive vocabulary 

size based on Chinese EOWPV test; C.Com= Chinese comprehensive vocabulary size based on translated version of 

PPVT test; C.Para= Chinese paradigmatic knowledge based on the word description task and verbal fluency task; 

C.Syn= Chinese syntagmatic knowledge based on the word description task; Total = total amount of English input at 

Happy English and bilingual kindergartens in hours; Family=weekly English input quantity at home in hours; 

Freq=times of using English media at home per week; Source=number of different English media format used at home 

per week; Native= the percentage of native English input out of the total English input at school; EngUse=number of 

places of using English in total; LoE = Length of exposure to English in months; MotEng = mother’s self-rated 

proficiency in English on a 1-5 point scale; FatEng = father’s self-rated proficiency in English on a 1-5 point scale; 

MotEdu = mother’s highest educational level on a 0-5 point scale; FatEdu = father’s highest educational level on a 0-5 

point scale; E.Pro= English productive vocabulary size based on EOWPV test; E.Com= English comprehensive 

vocabulary size based on PPVT test; E.Para= English paradigmatic knowledge based on the word description task and 

verbal fluency task; E.Syn= English syntagmatic knowledge based on the word description task 
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Appendix IV    Transcripts of Adam’s Classroom Performance  

Applying new knowledge quickly 

Two verbs, “stop” and “jump” are taught 

consecutively with gestures and actions. Adam 

repeats actively after the teachers and mimics their 

gestures. He even tries to test the verb “stop” on 

their teachers and check their responses. 

 

Monitoring the peers’ performance  

Children are playing a color-picture 

matching game. Pictures of different colors 

are presented in a row in front of the 

classroom. The American teacher names one 

color and the participant is expected to find 

the right picture and say it out loudly.   

*TE1: stop. (says “stop” and gestures it) 

*TE2: stop. (says “stop” and gestures it) 

*Adam: stop. (repeats after teachers and 

mimics gesture) 

*TE1: +< very good. (appraises Adam for 

repetition) 

*TE2: +< good. 

*TE1: jump. (says “jump” while jumping) 

*TE2: jump. (says “jump” while jumping) 

*TE1: jump. (says “jump” while jumping) 

*TE2: jump. (says “jump” while jumping) 

*Adam: stop. (says and gestures the word 

“stop” learnt just now and asks teachers to stop 

jumping. 

Adam plays with the verb “stop” and checks its 

meaning on teachers) 

*TE1: stop the jump. (looks at Adam and 

confirms his intention) 

*TE2: +< oh, stop. 

*TE1: good Adam. (appraises Adam for trial on 

new learnt word)  

 

(Week12, Section2, 7:29) 

*TE1: who wants to try? (asks the children) 

…… 

*TE1: Philip. (invites Philip to come to play) 

*TE2: Philip, Philip. 

*TE1: red. (asks Philip to find the picture 

“red”) 

*Cindy:  red. (repeats after teacher) 

*TE1: red, red, red, red, red, red, red. 

(leads children to clap hands and waits for 

Philip to find the right picture) 

*Lucy: red, red, red, red, red, red. 

(repeats after teacher and claps hands while 

waiting for Philip to find the right picture)  

*Philip: 0. (points at the red picture) 

*TE1: ok, good. (praises Philip) 

*TE2: good, ok, sit down. (asks Philip to sit 

down again) 

*TE1: everyone has gone? 

*Adam: +< 他没说 red@s. (“Philip didn’t 

say red”) 

(Adam points at Philip and reports to teachers 

that Philip didn’t say “red”  when he found 

the picture)          

(Week 14 Session 1, 14:55) 

  

Note. “*” indicates an utterance line. TE1 refers to the American teacher, TE2 refers to the 

Chinese teaching assistant, Philip, Cindy and Lucy are Adam’s classmates. Contextual information 

and utterance translations in brackets. 
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Appendix V    Transcripts of Lyna’s Classroom Performance  

First child in class to try to put single words 

into a sentence 

 

Children are learning the color word “green” 

and upon seeing that her jacket is green Lyna 

tries to say a full sentence, “this is a green 

Lyna”, to the teachers. However, the teachers 

seem not to understand it and only ask her to 

repeat the word. Lyna is not interested in the 

simple repetition. 

Picking up words from the environment 

 

The children are watching a video and are 

expected to look to the screen. Lyna sees a 

pumpkin on the Chinese teaching assistant’s T-

shirt and happily yells it out in Chinese. The 

Chinese assistant firstly follows Lyna’s interest 

and teaches her the word “pumpkin” in English 

and then successfully directs her attention back 

to the video.   

*TE1: green. (says “green” and demonstrates 

the color with a picture) 

*TE2: green. (repeats the word) 

*TE1: green. (repeats “green” and 

demonstrates the color with a picture) 

*Blaire: green. (repeats the word after 

teacher) 

*Lyna: 这是 green Lyna@s. (“This is a 

green Lyna.”) (Lyna stretches her green jacket 

a little bit)  

*TE2: green, yes, Lyna, yes. 

*TE1: Lyna is your name, yes. 

*TE2: green. (says “green” to Lyna) 

*TE1: green. (says “green” to Lyna) 

*TE2: Lyna, green. (assk Lyna to repeat after 

her) 

*Lyna: green. (repeats after the teacher in a 

low voice) 

*TE2: good. (praises Lyna for the repetition) 

(Week 12, Section1, 16:18) 

*TE1:  ok, let’s watch. 

*TE1:  Look. (plays a video on interactive 

whiteboard) 

*IWB: Tim. (a voice from the video) 

*TE1: Tim. (repeats after the video) 

*Lyna: 南瓜@s. (“pumpkin”) 

(Lyna finds a pumpkin label on the Chinese 

teacher’s T-shirt and yells it out in Chinese) 

*TE2:  yes, pumpkin. (confirms Lyna’s 

finding in English) 

*IWB: here. (a voice from the video) 

*TE1: here. (repeats after the video) 

*IWB: thanks. (a voice from the video) 

*TE1: thanks. (repeats after the video) 

*TE2: +< yes, pumpkin. (confirms Lyna’s 

finding in English again) 

*TE2: look. (draws Lyna’s attention from the 

pumpkin to the video by pointing at the 

whiteboard) 

(W6, Section2, 1:31) 

Note. “*” indicates an utterance line. TE1 refers to the American teacher, TE2 refers to the 

Chinese teaching assistant, Blaire is Lyna’s classmate and IWB refers to interactive whiteboard. 

Contextual information and utterance translations in brackets. 
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Appendix VI    Transcripts of Philip’s Classroom Performance mentioned 

above 

Demonstrating negative mood and calling for attention in Chinese 

The children are playing a picture game. Philip feels frustrated since he could not get 

appointed by the teacher to play the game after several rounds. 

Philip raises up his hand and wants to get appointed by the teacher to play the game 

*TE1: Lyna.  (The teacher appoints Lyna to play the game) 

*Philip: 我生气了我生气了@s. (“I feel angry, I feel angry”) 

*TE1: hello. (talks to Lyna) 

*Philip: 我生气了我生气了@s. (“I feel angry, I feel angry”) 

*Lyna: hello. (repeats after teacher) 

*TE1: say hello. (talks to the class) 

*Philip: 我生气了@s. (“I feel angry”) 

 

Another round of the game 

*TE1: come here CAdam. (The teacher appoints another classmate, CAdam, to play the 

game) 

*Philip: 我生气了@s. (“I feel angry.”) 

……. 

*Lyna: 别生气了@s. (“Don’t be angry.”) 

(Lyna tries to comfort Philip) 

…… 

*Lyna: Philip他说他生气了@s. (“Philip said he feels angry”.) 

(Lyna reports to the Chinese teacher that Philip said he felt angry) 

*TE2: 为什么呀@s? (”Why?”) 

(The Chinese assistant comes to Philip and asks for the reason ) 

(Week 15 Section 1 33:17) 

Note. “*” indicates an utterance line. TE1 refers to the American teacher, TE2 refers to the 

Chinese teaching assistant. Contextual information and utterance translations in brackets. 

 

 

 


